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Executive Summary  

This deliverable describes the pilot implementation of the e-Health scenario that was specified in D6.1 (1). 
Atos had full responsibility for the development of this scenario and also opted to deploy it in a private 
PaaS, a Cloud Foundry (CF) (2) instance. This document contains a revised and summarized version of the 
main functionalities and features offered by the pilot. Its development had D6.1 as a reference document. 
It also describes the hardware and software requirements needed to support it, the pilot deployment 
architecture and the installation instructions for the pilot and the security mechanisms implemented so far. 
Security mechanisms are mandatory in our e-Health solution since it needs to protect the sensitive 
information that it has to manage. In addition, this document contains a description of the security 
properties that have been certified so far over the pilot, i.e., data exchange confidentiality, data access 
level, and limitation of failed user authentications, how they were certified, the certification models 
followed and the mechanisms used to accomplish these certifications.  

Furthermore, since there are other properties that we are currently considering for certification over the 
e-Health pilot but that are not fully deployed yet, we provide our vision about how we think that their 
certification could be tackled in the upcoming months. Finally, there are some other properties that are 
currently under research and for which we only provide a few initial implementation ideas. 
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1. Introduction 

This deliverable provides a description of the Atos e-Health pilot. This pilot and the Smart Cities pilot that is 
described in D6.3 will be used in the validation of the CUMULUS framework. Both, the specification of the 
e-Health pilot, its implementation and the work carried out to certify security properties of this application 
are documented here. This document takes as a basis the previous work done in deliverable (2) D6.1, 
where the e-Health scenario specifications were first described. As the e-Health application has undergone 
some changes since the release of D6.1, this deliverable provides an update of the Atos e-Health 
application specification initially defined there.  

In order to fully document all these aspects, this document is structured in the following way: 

 Section 2 presents the e-Health pilot scenario by providing the specification, the architecture and 
the security mechanisms of this pilot, along with some installation instructions and prerequisites. 

 Section 3 describes the certification of the security properties of this pilot that is at a different 
stage for different properties, namely, some properties are already deployed, we are close to 
deploy some others, and we have also a wish-list to widen our coverage in Cumulus Y3. 

 Section 4 presents the conclusions regarding the work done in this activity and the next steps to 
follow. 
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2. e-Health Pilot 

The Atos e-Health solution consists of a telemedicine application for patients suffering from dementia that 
aims to benefit not only them but also their caregivers and the clinicians that do the follow-up of these 
patients.  

But first of all, what is dementia? It is not a disorder or specific disease itself, but is a term used to describe 
a number of symptoms that can be caused by disorders that affect brain function, such as Alzheimer's 
Disease, Vascular Dementia, Dementia with Lewy bodies, Frontotemporal Dementia, Huntington's disease, 
Korsakoff's Syndrome (alcohol related dementia) and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Dementia affects thinking, 
behaviour and the ability to perform daily tasks.  

The e-Health pilot is a complex software application, based on the state-of-the-art in ICT that aims at 
developing an innovative and integrated solution for the general management (self-management included) 
of patients suffering from dementia developing innovative tools to support the treatment procedure. It 
provides an integrated online clinical, educational, and social network to support dementia sufferers and 
their caregivers. Based on a set of monitoring parameters and measuring scales, the application aims to 
early detect symptoms that predict decline, avoid emergencies and secondary effects and, ultimately, 
prolong the period that patients can remain safely cared at home, no matter where it is located. There are 
various stakeholders involved in this scenario that would benefit from the system capabilities: 

o Patients and their caregivers: 

 Improve awareness on the use of their sensitive data: 

o patient’s monitoring parameters (blood pressure, weight, ECG, activity levels, sleep 
features) 

o patient’s medication follow-up and drug adverse events 

o caregiver’s cognitive, behavioural & daily living assessment (tests and questionnaire) 

o Clinicians and Health System (organization of people, institutions and resources to deliver health 
care) 

 Services to meet the health needs of target populations 

 Improve workload of assistance teams: 

o Institutions/specialists dynamically added and removed on demand 

o Allocation/De-allocation of cloud resources depending on the workload. 

o Rapid elasticity, i.e., the network can respond rapidly and automatically to changes in 
demand from particular doctor/specialist 

 Improve access to and participation in the Knowledge and Information Society for citizens 

o help monitoring of risks like: data breaches/inappropriate access, disruption of service 
and data) 

Initially structured a monolithic web application, this new system has been re-designed for a multi-cloud 
environment, so that it can take advantage of the benefits that this kind of environments offers. It is a 
software solution that consists of two main software blocks (represented in Figure 1): a multi-cloud server-
side block and a client-side block. The first one consists of a database and two server applications. All of 
them can be deployed in different multi-cloud scenarios alternatives, like private clouds, public clouds or 
hybrid scenarios. Secondly, the client-side block consists of a desktop application that connects to one of 
the server applications. 
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Figure 1 – e-Health multi-cloud solution scenario 

Because it is not trivial to accurately estimate the resources required by this solution, a multi-cloud 
approach is ideal in this situation. The number of users of this application, the amount of database 
transactions, and also the load and traffic conditions can vary significantly. This approach will make it 
possible to increase or decrease dynamically the resources required by each component of this solution. 
But also as a result of this approach and because of the sensitive data that are managed by the different 
application components, the solution has to pay special attention to the implementation of security 
mechanisms in the communication between all the components and also in the storage system. 

The pilot described in this deliverable is based on a private cloud scenario, where all the server-side block 
components will be deployed in a private Cloud Foundry (2) instance.  

2.1. Specification 

This section presents a concise updated version of the specification of the e-Health application described in 
the deliverable D6.1 . This includes a summary of the application functionalities, the security requirements 
and also the hardware and software requirements of the pilot. 

The clinicians, the patients and the caregivers will use this e-Health solution in two different ways. On one 
hand we have the clinicians who will use the e-Health GUI application in order to monitor the patients and 
the caregivers. They will use a calendar for each patient-caregiver where they can assign them daily tasks. 
These tasks can be, for example, exercises, recommendations or blood pressure measurements. The results 
of these tasks are then analysed by the system and the clinicians. This way the clinician can do a better 
follow-up of the patients and their caregivers. Also if the system detects some anomalies in these tasks’ 
results, it can send warnings and alarms to the clinicians. Clinicians can also provide the patients and 
caregivers access to content (multimedia, social networks etc.) that can be useful to them. 

On the other hand we have the patients with dementia and their caregivers, who will use the desktop 
application in order to have a direct contact with the clinicians without the need to visit them in the 
hospital. They will be able to do the recommended tasks and also follow the recommendations of the 
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clinicians. For example, they can send to the e-Health system the results of a daily weight measurement 
that will be later analysed. Finally they can also use this application to get access to content of special 
interest for them. 

2.1.1. Main functionalities and features 

The e-Health solution will not only help the patients with dementia, but also their caregivers and doctors, 
by providing an integrated online clinical, educational, and social network tool to support all of them. The 
functionalities implemented in order to accomplish all these requirements can be summarized as follows: 

e-Health functionalities Requirements (Use Cases from D6.1) 

- Authentication of users (UC.1)  

User authentication and authorization 

 

- Management of the application users profiles (UC.2  UC.7)  

Maintain Patient / Caregiver profile consisting of: 

 Create, modify, delete, or view a patient’s / 
caregiver’s profile 

 View a patient’s / caregivers Id, and add 
observations 

 

- Monitoring and follow-up of the patient’s 
progress 

- Management of the patient’s tasks 

(UC.8  UC.11)  

Monitor daily physical measurements consisting of: 

 Perform tests/upload measurements (body 
weight, activity level, etc.) 

 Check history graph 
 View daily physical measurements 
 Set thresholds 

 

- Management of the alarms and warnings 

 

(UC.12  UC.13)  

Communication consisting of: 

 Send alarm 
 Notify 

 

- Not yet implemented 

 

(UC.14)  

Get Recommendations 

 

- Management of the application users (UC.15  UC.17)  

User administration 

 Create, delete or authorize a user 

 

- Management of the patient’s tasks 

 

(UC.18  UC.21)  

Maintain Calendar consists of: 

 Create, delete, modify, and view a calendar item 
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- Management of external content (UC.22  UC.24)  

External system: Communicate with peers 

 Social networking 
 Educational tools, e.g. Music therapy 

 

Regarding e-Health functionalities listed before (administration and usage of the applications), here we add 
a description of each function: 

 Authentication of users: The users have to authenticate in the system in order to use the 
applications. Each user has a role which allows him to do different actions. 

 Management of the application users: The administrators and also the clinicians will be able to 
create, edit and delete other users and their roles (patient, caregiver, clinician and 
administrator). 

 Management of the application users profiles: 
o Create and edit users’ profiles: Clinicians can create, edit and delete the content of the 

patients and caregivers profiles. 
o Assign patients to doctors or caregivers: The administrators and the clinicians are the 

responsible of assigning the caregivers and the clinicians to a patient. 

 Monitoring and follow-up of the patient’s progress (daily activities and mental health of these 
patients) 

o Perform tests / upload measurements (weight, activity level, etc.): Patients and 
caregivers have access to the daily activities recommended by the clinicians. Using the 
desktop client application, the patients will upload (see Figure 2) to the e-Health 
system the results of these activities or their measurements (weight, blood pressure 
etc.).  

 
Figure 2 – Blood pressure measurement (e-Health Desktop Client application) 

 

o Check history graph: The clinicians will be able to see in graphs the history data of the 
patients’ measurements. 
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o View daily physical measurements: The clinicians will be able to see the results of the 
daily patients’ measurements. 

 Management of the patient’s tasks (including the questionnaires) 
o Create, delete, modify or view a calendar item task (please, see Figure 3): Clinicians will 

be able to add (edit, delete and view) new tasks (like exercises, different kind of 
measurements etc.) in the patient’s calendar. From this calendar they can also access 
the results of all these tasks. 

 Measurements of Weight, blood pressure, activity etc.: There are different 
types of measurements that can be assigned to a patient (see Figure 4). 

 Exercises and messages: The clinicians can recommend exercises and also can 
send other kind of messages to the patients and caregivers.  

 
 
 

 
Figure 3 – Patients’ tasks calendar (e-Health GUI application) 
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Figure 4 – Patients’ tasks calendar – Assigning a new task (e-Health GUI application) 

 Management of questionnaires (please, see Figure 5) 
o Create, delete, and modify questionnaires: Administrators and clinicians can generate 

questionnaires and administrate them. 

 
Figure 5 – Questionnaire Manager – Creating new question (e-Health GUI application) 

 

 Management of the alarms and warnings 
o Send alarms, warnings: Patients and caregivers can create or generate warnings and 

alarms. This will be done after some measurements indicate that something is wrong 
with the patient or caregiver. But these warnings can also be generated manually by 
these users using the desktop client application. 
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o Requests to clinicians: Patients and caregivers can do different kind of requests to the 
clinicians with the desktop application.  

o Follow-up of these elements: The clinicians will be able to do a follow-up of these 
warnings / alarms or requests. 

 Management of external content (patients’ devices): Administrators and clinicians can add or 
remove the content that will be accessible to the users of the desktop application (please, see 
Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 – Content Management – List of content items (e-Health GUI application) 

 

 
o Access to educational videos, social networks etc.: Patients and caregivers will have 

access to useful videos or social networks. 
o Access to games, other Web contents: Patients and caregivers will have access to 

useful games or other kind of Web content that can have a positive impact in their 
health. 

As we can see in the description of the functionalities and requirements, the design of this solution has also 
to take into account the roles and responsibilities of the different users. These roles and its responsibilities 
can be summarized as follows: 

o User / roles specifications: 

o Administrators 
 Access to Web application (e-Health GUI) / Can’t access desktop application 
 Can create / edit / delete the e-Health application users 
 Can create / edit / delete the e-Health application content (multimedia / social 

networks …) 

o Clinicians 
 Access to Web application (e-Health GUI) / Can’t access desktop application 
 Can create / edit / delete the caregivers and patients 

 This includes their credentials, profiles, physiological measurements, health 
records, calendar and reports 
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 Can read / write / view / send observations, notifications 
 Can manage alarms / requests 
 Management (read / create / edit / delete) of the patients / caregivers tasks 

 Measurements, exercices etc. 

o Caregiver 
 Access to desktop application / Can’t access Web application 
 Can create, modify, view physiological measurements, for her and the patient 
 Can read/write/view/send notifications, alarms and observations 
 Access to multimedia / social networks content (please, see Figure 7 and 8) 

 
Figure 7 – Access to social networks content (e-Health Desktop Client application) 

 
o Patient  

 Access to desktop application / Can’t access Web application 
 Can read/write/view/send notifications, alarms and observations 
 Access to multimedia / social networks content (see Figure 7 and 8) 

 
 Figure 8 – Access to social multimedia content (e-Health Desktop Client application) 
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2.1.2. Pilot hardware and software requirements 

The pilot scenario is hosted in the UMA (University of Málaga - Spain) servers. Atos chose the open source 
project from Cloud Foundry v2 (cloudfoundry.org) to set up a PaaS internal cloud. This private PaaS (a Cloud 
Foundry v2 instance) will be deployed in one server, with the purpose of hosting the ATOS pilot and 
evaluating its performance. The platform has the following characteristics: 

o Cloud Foundry instance is installed in a virtual machine with the following characteristics: 

 Ubuntu 12.04 

 RAM 4GB 

 Disk 20GB 

The e-Health server applications that will be deployed in this Cloud Foundry instance have the following 
technical requirements: 

 Web services application (e-health WS) 

o Java 1.7 or higher 

o CXF web services, spring 

o Hibernate 

o Jasypt (data encryption) 

 Web GUI application (e-health GUI) 

o Java 1.7 or higher 

o CXF web services client 

o ZK Framework 

 Database  

o Relational database (MySQL 5.5) 

Cloud Foundry supports all these technical requirements. The MySQL database will be ‘connected’ as a 
service to the Cloud Foundry instance. On the other hand, the desktop client applications have the 
following requirements: 

o Patients’ devices (desktop application): 

 Technologies used 

 .NET C# 

 XAML: UI framework used for desktop and portable Windows applications 

 Installed in tablets, small devices or computers that support: 

o .NET Framework 3.5 (or higher) 

2.2. Architecture 

This section describes the e-Health solution architecture and also the pilot architecture, where a Cloud 
Foundry instance has been used in order to deploy the e-Health server application components. Namely, in 

this section we explain the architecture from two points of view: the cloud foundry point of view 
and the application point of view. We start with a brief introduction to Cloud Foundry. 

 

http://cloudfoundry.org/index.html
http://www.zkoss.org/
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2.2.1. Cloud Foundry architecture 

Cloud Foundry v2 is an open source PaaS developed by Pivotal Software and it is available through a variety 
of private cloud distributions and public cloud instances. For the pilot scenario we have chosen a 
‘lightweight’ version that allows us to deploy a Cloud Foundry v2 instance in one virtual machine. 

 
Figure 9 – Cloud Foundry architecture (layers) 

Cloud Foundry has a lot of internal components (see Figure 9), but two of them are the most interesting in 
this pilot scenario: the haproxy and the warden containers. The e-Health applications are installed in the 
Cloud Foundry’s Warden containers. These containers are isolated, ephemeral, and resource-controlled 
environments that can be limited in terms of CPU usage, memory usage, disk usage, and network access. 
They are like ‘small’ virtual machines that can be scaled up or down depending on the needs. 

The other component that is very important in this pilot scenario is the haproxy component. This 
component is also an open source solution, which provides proxying and load balancing for HTTP-based 
applications. And it is important because the HTTPS communications end there. This means that in order to 
configure a secure communication with the applications deployed in Cloud Foundry, we only have to setup 
this component by adding one or more certificates.  

The other main components of the Cloud Foundry architecture are the following: 

 In the Authentication layer we can find the OAuth2 server (the UAA) and Login server. Both of them 
work together to provide identity management. 

 In the Application Lifecycle layer, the main component is the Cloud Controller. This component is 
responsible for managing the lifecycle of applications. For example, when a developer pushes a 
new application to Cloud Foundry, this developer is targeting the Cloud Controller. The Cloud 
Controller then stores the raw application bits, creates a record to track the application metadata, 
and directs a Droplet Execution Agent (DEA) node to stage and run the application. The Cloud 
Controller also maintains records of organizations, spaces, services, service instances, user roles, 
and more. 

http://www.haproxy.org/
http://docs.cloudfoundry.org/concepts/architecture/uaa.html
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 The Health Manager is responsible for monitoring the deployed applications to determine their 
state. 

 The Application Storage and Execution layer contains the DEA and the Blob Store. The DEA 
manages application instances, tracks started instances, and broadcasts state messages. The 

application instances live inside the Warden containers.  

The Blob Store holds the application code, the buildpacks and the droplets. 

 The Services layer contains the Service Brokers. This component is responsible for the services 
offered by Cloud Foundry, like a database or other third-party services. For example, when a 
developer provisions and binds a service (a database) to an application, the service broker for that 
service is responsible for providing the service instance. 

 The Messaging layer: Cloud Foundry v2 uses NATS, a lightweight publish-subscribe and distributed 
queuing messaging system, for internal communication between components. 

 The Logging and Statistics layer contains the metrics collector, responsible for gathering 
measurements from the components. Operators can use this information to monitor an instance of 
Cloud Foundry. On the other hand, the application log aggregator streams application logs to 
developers. 

Next picture depicts the architecture of all these components: 

 
Figure 10 – Cloud Foundry architecture (components) 

 

2.2.2. Application architecture 

As mentioned in the previous sections, the e-Health solution can be deployed using various deployment 
models. One of these might be a private scenario (pilot) where the database and the server components 
will be deployed in a private PaaS. The benefits that we expect from this specific alternative are the 
following: 

http://docs.cloudfoundry.org/concepts/architecture/warden.html
http://docs.cloudfoundry.org/concepts/architecture/messaging-nats.html
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 The ability to ‘burst’ computing resources when needed 

 Vertical (i.e. RAM, CPU) / horizontal (i.e. instances) scalability 

 Private and isolated database: advantages in terms of security access, costs, quality of service 
(provides on-demand access to the database services in a self-service elastically scalable, and 
metered manner) 

It is expected that in the future, the Atos e-Health solution will make use of third party services offered by 
other providers, like an email delivery service or a multimedia repository. The deployment in a hybrid 
scenario would ease the integration of these external services. 

The application architecture consists of two main software blocks: a server-side block and a client-side 
block. This section describes each of these software blocks by providing a description of the architecture of 
each of its components. 

Server Applications and database  

The server-side block consists of three distributed components: a database and two applications (Figure ). 
This distributed server-side block is the core of the e-Health application. It implements the basic 
functionalities of the platform, and it also provides secure communication with client applications. HTTPS 
and SSL are used in the communications between all its components. On the one hand, the 
communications between the two server applications (e-Health GUI and e-Health WS) will be done through 
HTTPS / TLS1.2. And on the other hand, the communications between the web services application (e-
Health WS) and the database is done through SSL 3.0. 

 
Figure 11 – Healthcare server-side block architecture 

 

One of these components, the web services application, has the ability (if deployed in a public PaaS) to 
connect to added value functionalities provided by third-party providers and offered in a SaaS fashion such 
as a content repository, an email delivery service, etc.  
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Web GUI application 

The Web Graphical User Interface (GUI) application is a self-contained server component that manages the 
data resulting from the monitoring of biometric indicators from patients. This application also manages the 
administration of the e-Health users and the tasks and questionnaires assigned to the patients that suffer 
from dementia disease.  

The main functionalities of this application are the following: 

 Users’ administration. 

 Monitoring and follow-up of biometric data of patients by the clinicians. 

 Management of tasks and questionnaires. 

This application is composed of several modules, each responsible for a specific task: 

 The GUI module is the interface with the administrators of the healthcare system and the clinicians. 
This module interacts with the other modules of the Web GUI application. 

 The communications component module is a web services client module responsible for the secure 
communications between this application and the web services application. 

 The questionnaire and task manager will do all the management (creation and edition) of the tasks 
and questionnaires assigned later to the patients. 

 The monitoring and assessment module responsible for showing the clinicians the data (or 
warnings) needed for a correct follow-up of the patients.  

 The users’ administration module is responsible for the management (creation, edition, roles 
management) of the application users. 

 The content administration module is responsible for managing the content (external services and 
videos) shown to the patients in their client applications. 

 

Web Services application 

The Web services application is also a self-contained server component that acts as an interface between 
all the healthcare solution components. It’s a SOAP web services application that will interact with the 
database, other third party services, and also the client applications. The main functionalities of this 
component are the following: 

 Connections and transactions with the system database (using SSL and data encryption). 

o Manage the roles and permissions of these accesses 

o Uses a library (jasypt) that is responsible of the encryption and decryption of the data 

o Use of Hibernate, which is an object-relational mapping object-relational mapping library 
for the Java language. This library provides a framework for mapping an object-oriented 
domain model to a traditional relational database. 

 Interface with other applications: desktop client application, web GUI application 

 Connects to other third-party services 

 Main logic of the application: process the patients’ data, warnings, messages, etc. 

This component consists of the following modules: 

http://www.jasypt.org/
http://hibernate.org/
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 A set of web services offered to all the other components. This component provides all the web 
methods required to fulfil all client functionalities. The communications with the client 
applications, the database and the Web GUI application need to be secured because of the kind of 
data that is managed by these components. 

 A storage service used to manage the connections and transactions with the database. It also 
manages the security and the encryption of these data in a transparent way. This component also 
manages the roles and permissions of the requests.  

 The notification and interaction manager is the responsible of managing all the warnings and other 
type of messages that are sent to the users of the application. This module is also responsible of 
connecting this application with other third-party services that can be used by the e-Health 
solution. 

 A data processing module that is responsible of collecting and processing the patients’ data. 

 

Database 

This healthcare system will largely rely on a relational database to perform day-to-day operations and 
storing the patient’s data. Data will be stored in a MySQL DBMS (but could also use other database 
management systems) and manipulated by the e-Health storage service module (server application), which 
will ensure data integrity and consistency. The database used by this application will be a private one. The 
database shall be accessible without interruption 24x7. The data stored in the database will include:  

 Personal data of patients, caregivers and doctors, i.e. passwords, private data, contact data etc. 

 Medical data (measurements of the different kind of tasks) of patients 

 Questionnaire data (patients’ responses) 

Because of privacy reasons and the sensitivity of the data that will be stored in this database, all the 
relevant data will be encrypted by the server application in a transparent way, independent from the 
DBMS. The next figure depicts the database schema used in this solution. 
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Figure 12 – Daily living healthcare database schema 

 
 

The data is encrypted by the jasypt library, which is included in the e-Health Web Services application. This 
library not only is responsible of encrypting and decrypting the data in the database, but also provides all 
the necessary artifacts for Hibernate integration. Right now we are using the algorithm 
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‘PBEWithMD5AndTripleDES’ in order to encrypt the data in the database. This algorithm uses a 112 bit key 
(represented over 128 bits). Because this algorithm is no more recommended (it has some well-known 
vulnerabilities), next version of the pilot will have an algorithm that provides superior security.  

Client Application 

The client application consists of a .NET desktop application used by the patients and their caregivers that 
connects with the web services application (Figure ) through HTTPS. This application will be used by both, 
patients and caregivers, to do the tasks and questionnaires assigned to them. This application will also be 
used to collect the biometric indicators used to detect changes in the patients. It will also connect to 
multimedia content (like videos or games) or other kind of external services. The main functionalities are 
the following ones: 

 Authentication (see Figure 13) 

 
Figure 13 – Login screen (e-Health Desktop Client application) 

 

 Offer access to services, like videos, games and social networks (see Figure 15). 

 Collect and register the data and measurements. 

 Management of warnings or requests sent to the clinicians. 

This application has the following main modules: 

 A graphical user interface specially made for this kind of patients and the devices where the 
application will be installed in. 

 A client logic component that is the responsible for all the application intern logic. 

 A monitoring data processor that will collect (from textual inputs) all the patient measurements 
and process them before sending them to the server application (database), where they will be 
analysed. 

 A questionnaire player that will present the questionnaires to the patients, and will later process all 
the responses. 

 A browser component used to access web pages and services that can be useful to these patients. 
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 A communication component that is the responsible for the communications between this 
application and the server application.  

 
Figure 14 – Healthcare desktop client application architecture with the database and the third party 

services 
 

 
Figure 15 – Main menu (e-Health Desktop Client application) 
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2.3.  Pilot deployment 
 

2.3.1. Cloud Foundry Installation 

The installation of this ‘lightweight’ version has the following official requirements (taken from the 
installation Web page) (6): 

 Ubuntu 10.04 or 12.04 64bit 

o Ubuntu 10.04 is recommended 

 8GB+ free HDD space 

 2GB+ memory 

o (this would correspond to a m1.medium or larger instance in AWS) 

In order to install the Cloud Foundry v2 components in a server or a virtual machine you only have to run 
the following commands: 
 
sudo apt-get install curl 
 
bash < <(curl -s -k -B https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yudai/cf_nise_installer/${INSTALLER_BRANCH:-
master}/scripts/bootstrap.sh) 

 
These commands install all the necessary Cloud Foundry components, except the Cloud Foundry Command 
Line Interface (CLI). You can find more information about the CLI in the Appendix. 

Run Cloud Foundry 
By running the following command in the cf_nise_installer directory (where Cloud Foundry v2 is installed) 
you can start all the Cloud Foundry components: 

./scripts/start.sh 

These are other important commands: 

# Start Monit 
sudo /var/vcap/bosh/bin/monit 
 
# Launch `all` processes 
sudo /var/vcap/bosh/bin/monit start all 
 
# See status 
sudo /var/vcap/bosh/bin/monit status 
sudo /var/vcap/bosh/bin/monit summary # shorter 
 
# Stop `all` processes 
sudo /var/vcap/bosh/bin/monit stop all 

 
And this is an example of how the status of a started Cloud Foundry instance looks: 
 
Process 'nats'                         running 
Process 'nats_stream_forwarder'       running 
Process 'cloud_controller_ng'          running 
Process 'cloud_controller_worker_local_1'  running 
Process 'cloud_controller_worker_local_2'  running 
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Process 'nginx_cc'                     running 
Process 'cloud_controller_worker_1'   running 
Process 'cloud_controller_clock'      running 
Process 'uaa'                           running 
Process 'uaa_cf-registrar'             running 
Process 'haproxy'                      running 
Process 'gorouter'                     running 
Process 'warden'                       running 
Process 'dea_next'                     running 
Process 'dir_server'                  running 
Process 'dea_logging_agent'           running 
Process 'loggregator'                  running 
Process 'loggregator_trafficcontroller'   running 
Process 'etcd'                         running 
Process 'hm9000_listener'              running 
Process 'hm9000_fetcher'               running  
Process 'hm9000_analyzer'              running 
Process 'hm9000_sender'                running 
Process 'hm9000_metrics_server'       running 
Process 'hm9000_api_server'           running 
Process 'hm9000_evacuator'            running 
Process 'hm9000_shredder'             running 
Process 'postgres'                     running 
System 'system_ubuntu'                 running 

2.3.2. Install the e-Health applications 
Once the Cloud Foundry instance is running, we can install the e-Health applications. The commands 
needed to install the two web applications are the following: 

cf push ehealthws -p ./apps/ ehealthws_WAR_FILE -d 150.214.47.153.xip.io -b https://github.com/ 
cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git -m 512MB -i 1 

 

cf push ehealthgui -p ./apps/ ehealthgui_WAR_FILE -d 150.214.47.153.xip.io -b https://github.com/ 
cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git -m 512MB -i 1 

In these two commands we are assigning an URL to both applications (note that xip.io is used as a custom 
DNS server on the public Internet), and also one instance and 512MB RAM to each one. 

Both the web services application (e-HealthWS) and the web GUI application (e-HealthGUI) will be 
deployed in a Cloud Foundry v2 instance. The database used by the e-Health solution (hosted in the same 
server) will be used as a Cloud Foundry service. These are the initial configuration of the applications 
(warden containers): 

Component Instances RAM Comments 

e-HealthGUI 1 or more 512 - 

e-HealthWS 1 or more 512 - 

e-Health Database - - Added as service 

Third party 

services 

4 - In this pilot, only public services available in 

Internet have been used 

Table 1 – Initial configuration of warden containers 

In relation to the security communications between all the components, the users of the desktop 
application and the web GUI application will connect to these server applications through HTTPS. This 
Cloud Foundry instance also uses a proxy (HAPROXY) for all the TCP and HTTP requests. This is the access 
point where the certificates needed in the HTTPS / TLS 1.2 communications will be installed (Figure 2).  

http://xip.io/
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Figure 2 – e-Health pilot deployed in a Cloud Foundry instance 

This deployment will allow us to scale up or down the two web applications that are deployed in this Cloud 
Foundry instance. For example, if one application needs more CPU in order to run faster, then it can easily 
be horizontal scaled (adding more instances to this application). On the other hand, if the application needs 
more RAM or disk space it can be scaled vertically. This could be very useful if the load and traffic 
conditions are too high (like the planned bursting scenario mentioned in D6.1). 

In the future we aim to deploy our pilot in a hybrid PaaS for a variety of reasons (a Hybrid PaaS uses both 
public PaaS and on-premise infrastructure). For instance, we can automate corporate business policy in a 
PaaS, making the development, testing, deployment and migration of applications quick, simple, and cost-
effective. Also, the use of PaaS helps us with software quality assurance, ease of management, compliance 
to corporate policies and cost reduction since the PaaS permit to develop and then deploy our software as 
a Service. A hybrid PaaS provides a self-service utility model that allows to deploy compiled code “in a click” 
that is running in a few minutes improved infrastructure utilization. It removes unnecessary human 
configuration tasks by providing self-service interfaces, thus our SW developers can instantly access 
internal infrastructure. PaaS models allow us also to leverage on managed operations to handle OSes, 
virtualization, servers, storage, networking, and the PaaS software itself. It helps also to simplify application 
management by abstracting applications away from infrastructure and serving a common, inheritable cloud 
architecture and characteristics such as scalability, high-availability, multi-tenancy and SaaS enablement. 

 

2.4 Security Mechanisms 

This section describes the security-related features of the e-Health pilot scenario and how these features 
have been integrated. 

The kind of data that is managed by the e-Health solution is very sensitive. The users’ private data, like 
names, addresses or contact information, but also the medical histories of the patients (and caregivers) and 
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the information about their current health conditions, need to be accessed, stored and managed in a 
secured way. This leads to three main points or aspects that need to be correctly solved: 

o How data is stored in the database used by the healthcare system 

o Who can access and edit this data 

o The communication between all the main elements of the healthcare solution where this 
data will go through 

The use of a private database hosted in a private server will allow us to handle some of these problems. It 
will allow us to restrict and control in an efficient way the access to the data that is stored there. Only the 
web services application (e-HealthWS) will be able to access the content of this database. Also, the critical 
data is encrypted by this web services application using the jasypt library (8). This way the same application 
that handles the access to the database will be the responsible of encrypting the data. This application is 
also responsible of managing the roles and permissions of the users that want to access the content of the 
database by accepting or refusing the requests depending on the users’ roles. 

The e-Health database’s tables and columns that are encrypted are the following: 

TABLE TABLE DESC. COLUMNS COMMENTS 

User Username, password 
table 

password  

Address User address street, street number, city, county, 
country, zip code, notes  

 

Persondata User name and surname name, surname  

Communication User email and phone value, notes Value corresponds 
to the phone 
number or the email 
account 

Measurement Patients results of the 
measurements 

value Value of the 
measurement 
(blood pressure, 
weight etc.) 

Table 2 – e-Health database: encrypted fields 

There are other tables and columns that we want to encrypt in the next version of the pilot. These tables 
include the content of the warnings and also the content of the patients’ assessments. 

When designing a security web services architecture, two different approaches can be followed: transport 
and/or message security. Transport layer security represents an approach where the underlying operating 
system or application servers are used to handle security features. For data confidentiality, SSL or TLS are 
some examples of common transport protocols that are used to provide encryption. But, if a message 
needs to go through multiple points to reach its destination, each intermediate point must forward the 
message over a new SSL connection. In this model, the original message from the client is not 
cryptographically protected on each intermediary because it traverses intermediate servers and additional 
computationally expensive cryptographic operations are performed for every new SSL/TLS connection that 
is established. 

Message layer security represents an approach where all the information related to security is 
encapsulated in the message. Securing the message using message layer security instead of using transport 
layer security has several advantages but the most important one is the increase of flexibility. Parts of the 
message, instead of the entire message, can be signed or encrypted. This means that intermediaries can 
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view the parts of the message that are intended for them. This feature adds the support for auditing, where 
intermediaries can add their own headers to the message and sign them for the purpose of audit logging. 

Taking into account the requirements of the e-Health application and the criticality of the data managed 
we have selected am end-to-end multi-layer security architecture where all layers participate in the 
provision of the required levels of security. 

In order to ensure an acceptable level of security and protection of data at transport level during the 
communications between the different components, SSL/TLS has been implemented in these connections. 
To do that, both, the web server application components and the web GUI application component are 
configured to be used as HTTPS services. Certificates with public keys of 2048 bits will be used for that 
purpose. Other element that has to be configured to use SSL/TLS is the database service. 

At application level, traditional security technologies are not sufficient for Web services security because of 
the need to secure data and components on a more granular scale. Because Web services use message-
based technologies for complex transactions across multiple domains, traditional security processes fall 
short. A Web-service message can traverse several intermediaries before it reaches its final destination. 
Therefore, the need for sophisticated message-level security becomes a high priority and is not addressed 
by existing security technologies. 

Some of the specific Web-services security (9) threats are summarized here: 

 Message Alteration: A scheming entity can attempt to alter the contents of a message, thereby 
compromising the integrity of the message. 

 Confidentiality: Unauthorized entities can seek to gain access to confidential information within a 
message. 

 Man-in-the-middle: An attacker seeks to pose as a legitimate recipient or sender in order to 
intercept messages transmitted between two or more parties. The parties, thinking they are 
communicating with each other, continue their conversation, but with messages that may be 
altered by the attacker or even originated by the attacker. 

 Identity Spoofing: Unauthorized access using authentication attacks and eavesdropping. 

 Content-borne threats: Threats originated from XML payload elements. 

 Denial of Service (XDoS) attacks. 

 Schema Poisoning: This involves manipulating the WS schema to alter the data processed by an 
application. 

 XML Parameter Tampering: Injection of illegitimate scripts or content into XML parameters. 

 Coercive Parsing: Injection of illegitimate content into the actual XML payload. 

 XML Routing Detours: Redirecting data addressed by an XML path. 

Web Services Security (WS-Security) (7) is one of the possible solutions to deal with the previous described 
threats and the one adopted in the e-Health pilot. WS-Security describes enhancements to SOAP messaging 
to provide quality of protection through message integrity, message confidentiality, and single message 
authentication. WS-Security mechanisms can be used to accommodate a wide variety of security models 
and encryption technologies.  
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WS-Security is a message-level standard that is based on securing SOAP messages through XML digital 
signature, confidentiality through XML encryption, and credential propagation through security tokens. The 
Web services security specification defines the core facilities for protecting the integrity and confidentiality 
of a message and provides mechanisms for associating security-related claims with the message.  

WS-Security provides a general-purpose mechanism for associating security tokens with messages. No 
specific type of security token is required by WS-Security. It is designed to be extensible, for example, to 
support multiple security token formats.  

WS-Security also describes how to encode binary security tokens and attach them to SOAP messages. 
Specifically, the WS-Security profile specifications describe how to encode Username Tokens and X.509 
Tokens. WS-Security can carry out authentication information for Web services requests. WS-Security also 
includes extensibility mechanisms that can be used to further describe the credentials that are included 
with a message. WS-Security is a building block that can be used in conjunction with other Web service 
protocols to address a wide variety of application security requirements. 

Other security mechanisms that are implemented can be summarized as follows: 

o Privacy and protection of the data managed by the application: 

 The e-Health system must be able to store the users’ profiles, like the physical 
measurements, the health records, and statistic information in such a way that it is 
only accessed and altered by those authorized.  

o Availability 

 The e-Health system must be able to retrieve the patients’ information when required, 
and this data should be the latest corresponding to the last uploaded measurements 
and Clinician assessments. 

o Authentication  

 The e-Health system’s users must be logged into the system with appropriate 
credentials in order to use it. 
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3. Certification of security properties  

This section will go in depth into the work carried out to certify security properties in the e-Health pilot by 
using the CUMULUS Framework. This section will have three subsections: 3.1) to explain the properties that 
were researched, implemented and deployed based on testing or monitoring modules for the e-Health 
pilot, 3.2) to explain the properties that have been already researched but for which necessary 
developments on the side of the pilot have not been fully implemented or deployed yet, and finally 
subsection 3.3) to highlight the envisaged work, i.e., it describes at a functional level the security properties 
we are currently researching and our high level intuition to approach them. 

We would like also to highlight that, as the DoW explains, we will release further completed work in an 
internal deliverable due in February 2015. Previously, a brief summary will be provided in D6.5 due January 
2015 and finally a detailed explanation of all the activities and achievements regarding certification of 
security properties will be included in D6.6 that is due in September 2015. 

 

3.1. Properties deployed 

In this section, we will explain the properties that were researched, implemented and deployed based on 
testing or monitoring certification mechanisms for the e-Health pilot. Legal compliance was our main driver 
in the selection and implementation of the properties mentioned below. Figure 17 shows the legal 
framework applicable to the e-Health pilot. 

First of all, we have the EU Data Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC) that, in the same way that most 
of the national laws do, considers medical personal data such as the one which requires the higher level of 
security in order to guarantee patients histories’ privacy. Secondly, in the concrete case of Spain, we have 
the Organic Law 15/1999, of 13 December, on the Protection of Personal Data, which implements the Data 
protection directive. Finally, the Royal Decree 1720/2007, of 21 December, which enforces the LOPD 
(Protection Data Implementing Act) and lays down the technical and organisational measures necessary to 
guarantee the security of automated files, processing centres, premises, equipment, systems, programs 
and the persons involved in the automated processing of personal data. Consequently, the Royal Decree 
1720/2007 provides details about how security mechanisms such as authentication or authorization must 
be implemented, or how auditing mechanisms should operate. With this legal context in mind, the 
CUMULUS framework can perform the continuous assessment of these security properties, and thus, 
automatically generate the consequent certificates when the conditions specified in the Certification Model 
are met. Consequently, thanks to CUMULUS we can demonstrate, first of all, that the security mechanisms 
required by law are in place, and secondly, that they are operating as expected. 
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Figure 3 – Legal framework applicable to e-Health scenario 

 

 

 

3.1.1. Data exchange confidentiality (monitoring based) 

The goal of AIS:authentication:external-data-exchange-confidentiality property, following D2.1, is to 
describe the ability of the Target of Certification (ToC) to create confidential communication channels with 
external parties. Accordingly, it describes that the ToC offers a confidential network channel, for data 
exchanges with external parties. Yet, since the ToC does not include the external parties, this property 
alone does not imply authentication/confidentiality of the external parties. 

To certify this property in the e-Health pilot we have selected a monitoring-based certification model. 
Consequently, to verify this property the monitor had to check whether the data exchanged between the e-
Health application and the client/s is protected by TLS/SSL encryption mechanisms. When a request arrives 
to port 443, then the monitor has to check the value of the argument “format”, which specifies if the 
content of the packet is “SSL-TLS”. Reciprocally, responses sent by e-Health application to the server must 
be also protected in this way. More details about the implementation of this property can be found in 
deliverable D3.2.  

To capture the evidence required by the monitor, a proxy, namely the SecurityProxy, that inspects all 
requests/response exchanged and sends the events to the monitor has been developed in the e-Health 
pilot. Figure 4 summarizes the implementation of this property in the pilot. 
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Figure 4 – Data exchange confidentiality deployment 

 

The SecurityProxy is a java based application for collecting evidence from e-Health pilot. In order to certify 
security properties the SecurityProxy application parses all the response/request packets and collects 
evidence that are formatted and sent for monitoring through Openfire server. The SecurityProxy 
application has two main functionalities. One the one hand, it acts as a proxy application and listening 
request and response couples between clients and e-Health pilot. While, on the other hand it parses the 
received packets for collecting evidence and sending the evidence to Openfire server in a formatted way. 

The SecurityProxy application listens on a predefined port and redirects the connection to another 
predefined port. While redirecting incoming and outgoing connections it also parses the exchanged 
packets. For each request and response it raises a formatted event and this event is published to an 
Openfire server. Afterwards, these published events are collected by Monitoring tools for further 
inspections. All the connections between the clients and the SecProxy application are secured with HTTPS.  

A short description of the SecProxy classes and property files shown in the class diagram (see Figure 19) is 
provided bellow: 

 SecProxyLauncher: This class is the main class that launches the SecProxy application.  

 SecProxy: This class starts the main thread that listens to requests coming to predefined port.  

 RequestListenerThread: This is the main thread class that listens to incoming requests and starts 
ProxyThread to acts as a proxy for incoming outgoing packets.  

 ProxyThread: This class is for the thread that listens to the incoming connection.  

 ProxyHandler: This class has two main functionalities. One handling incoming and outgoing 
connection and the other is parsing the request/response couples for capturing evidence. After 
collection of the evidence the events are formatted and sent to Monitoring through Openfire 
server.  

 XMLEvent: This class is used for formatting the events.  

 Sender: This class is for initializing the properties for the pubSubManager that is used for publishing 
the events to Openfire server.  

 ConnectionAttributes: This class stores attributes related with HTTP connection. 

 ProxyConfiguration: This class defines all the variables related with SecProxy configurations. 

 sender.properties: This file stores the connection properties related with pubSubManager for 
publishing events to Openfire server. 
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 SecProxy.properties: This file stores the connection properties for starting the processes of 
SecProxy application. 

 Log.properties: This files stores the logging properties for the SecProxy application. 

 

 
Figure 5 – SecProxy class diagram 

An example of the events generated by the SecProxy as a result of the request/response inspection is 
shown in Figure 6 and 7. 
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Figure 6 – SecProxy event on HTTPS request 
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Figure 7 – SecProxy event on HTTPS response 

 

3.1.2. Data access level  

The goal of AIS:confidentiality:data-access-level property, in accordance with D2.1, is to describe the level 
of confidentiality afforded to data processed by the ToC. According to its description, it is required to verify 
that users are performing specific actions according to their role. This related in particular to the access to 
data residing within the cloud. 

To certify this property in the e-Health pilot, the monitor requires evidence coming from different security 
layers, namely the authentication and the authorization security mechanisms. In the e-Health application 
when users login, their user details (including role, name and user Id) are stored in the session. Thereafter, 
every time a user performs an operation in the GUI, requests are sent to the e-Health WS who checks the 
privileges of the user to perform this operation.  

The application operations that are used to monitor and certify this property are the login operation, that 
returns the user Id and the corresponding role if the login was successful (or NO_ROLE otherwise), the 
accessData and the uploadData operations, for which the server needs to send events about the user Id 
that is trying to perform the operation and if that user was granted the permission to perform it. 
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Due to the level of information detail required by the monitor, the approach followed to deploy this 
property in the e-Health pilot was slightly different from the one used in the previous property. This time 
we instrumented the e-Health WS with the required logic to generate, format and send (through Openfire) 
the events. Figure 8 summarizes the implementation and deployment of this property. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Data access level deployment 

 

 Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 provide details about the events generated by the e-HealthWS sent to the 
monitor when users login, when upload patient data, and when access to patient data. 
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Figure 9 – Events on login operation 
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Figure 10 – Events on uploading data 
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Figure 11 – Events on accessing data 
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3.1.3. Limitation of failed user authentications 

The goal of the IAM:account-control:limitation-of-failed-user-authentications property, according to D2.1 is 
to describe security measures which protect the login service (create user, test credentials with wrong 
password, verify lockout). The property guarantees that any series of N unsuccessful login attempts to an 
account results in the suspension of the account for a duration T (expressed as a function of N), or until re-
enabled by a user with adequate administrative privileges.    

This property has three performance attributes: the number of unsuccessful attempts needed to trigger a 
suspension delay (triggerCount expressed as integer), and two parameters of the delay function (delayA 
and delayB). 

In the e-Health pilot, the triggerCount performance attribute is set to 3, meaning that 3 unsuccessful 
attempts to login trigger a suspension delay. The suspension delay in seconds is computed with the 
formula: delayA + delayB*N. In the example, delayA=86400 (1 day) and delayA=3600 (1 hour); the total 
delay is therefore 86400 + 3*3600 = 27 hours.  

For the certification of this property, a Testing-based certification model has been used at SaaS level 
following the Symbolic Transition System (STS) shown in 

 

 

Figure 12. First of all, the Testing Agent (executing the test script injected by the Testing Manager) logs 
in the e-Health application (through e-HealthWS) as administrator. Then, it creates a user with its username 
and password; afterwards it logins with the created username and a wrong password; after a certain 
number of wrong login attempts, it checks the lockout. The testing hook is not required, since it is a direct 
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test to an already existing interface exposed by the e-HealthWS. The probe instead acts as a client willing to 

access the system.  

 

Figure 12 summarizes the implementation of the deployment of this property. 
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Figure 12 – Limitation of failed user authentications deployment 

 

3.2. Properties researched 

In this section we explain the properties that have been already researched but for which necessary 
developments on the side of the pilot have not been fully implemented or deployed yet, thus they are still 
in an intermediate stage, not released. Further details of this research can be found in D3.2. 

 

3.2.1. Data exchange confidentiality (test based) 

As introduced in section 3.1.1 and defined in D2.1, AIS:confidentiality:external-data-exchange-
confidentiality property guarantees that the ToC offers a confidential network channel for data exchange 
with external parties. In this case, the ToC for this property is the e-Health Web Service interface, at SaaS 
cloud layer, and a testing-based certification model has been selected for the certification. 

The execution of the test cases must demonstrate that the web service interface can provide a secure 
connection that in our case is an SSL/TLS connection, and that this connection is between the client and the 
server of a communication. 

In these testing activities, specific hooks and probes are needed depending on the chosen strategy. The 
testing strategy was the validation of the SSL/TLS channel encryption. It aimed to verify the presence and 
the robustness of the SSL/TLS channel encryption.  

More in detail, the Nmap tool has been used in the testing scripts. Nmap can check whether SSL/TLS is 
present or not, which SSL/TLS version is running, and, via a script-engine, provide a series of data about the 
supported cipher and the certification validity. Firstly, the SSL/TLS support on the given TCP port has been 
checked, and then, the validity of the certificate (URL, date, etc.). If the certificate is invalid, this does not 
mean that the property is not in place; it depends on the specific property and ToC. Then, the strength or 
the encryption algorithm in terms of supported cipher has been evaluated. In this phase, Nmap script can 
be customized to execute the test suites attached to the relative protocol definition. Again, depending on 
the materialization of the property some requirements may need to be validated on the robustness of the 
encryption algorithm. 

 

3.2.2. User authentication and identity assurance level  

The property IAM:identity-assurance:user-authentication-and-identity-assurance-level measures the 
strength of the mechanism used to authenticate a user, on a scale from 0 to 4, notably taking into account 
identity proofing, credentials security during transfer and storage. This property refers to standard NIST 
800-63 (9). 

For the e-Health pilot the performance attribute has level 1, meaning that the scenario has an 
authentication mechanism that is simple and based on username and password. This property has been 
certified by using both, monitoring and test based certification models, at the level of SaaS and the ToC was 
the login web interface.  

This security property is used to certify that users, who want to make a call to the login web interface to 
upload or access data, should be authorised based on their role and its permission. The user’s 
authentication is done on the server side, according to the corresponding data from the database. More 
specifically, when users login, their role, name and user Id are stored in the session. Thereafter, every time 
a user calls a service (access data, upload data etc.), the e-Health web service application checks if this user 
is allowed to call these services based on the data of the login session. 

In the concrete case of the monitoring based certification, the application operations that are used to 
monitor and certify this property are the login operation, that returns the user Id and the corresponding 
role if the login was successful (or NO_ROLE otherwise), the accessData and the uploadData operations, for 
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which the server needs to send events about the user Id that is trying to perform the operation and if that 
user was granted the permission to perform it. 

A first rule states that when a login operation is made, the keepRole fluent is initiated, in order to keep 
record of the user’s role and its userId. 

The behaviour of the application is that when a user tries to access confidential data he is allowed to do so 
if and only if he is authorised as a doctor. This behaviour is encoded in two rules. The first one states that 
when a call event for accessing data is made and if the user’s role used for this operation is the same with 
the one used in the login operation and it is equal to “Doctor”, then the operation should have been 
authorized. The second one states that when a call event for accessing data is made and if the user’s role 
used for this operation is the same with the one used in the login operation and it is not equal to “Doctor”, 
then the operation should not have been authorized. 

Furthermore the server allows a user to upload confidential data if and only if he is authorised as a patient. 
Again, this is encoded by the following two rules. The first rule states that when a call event for uploading 
data is made and if the user’s role used for this operation is the same with the one used in the login 
operation and it is equal to “Patient”, then the operation should have been authorized. The second rule 
states that when a call event for uploading data is made and if the user’s role used for this operation is the 
same with the one used in the login operation and it is not equal to “Patient”, then the operation should 
not have been authorized.  

In the case of testing based certification, the property can be verified by executing the STS defined by NIST 
(5) and depicted in Figure 13 which describes NIST levels 0, 1 and 2 with an STS. 

 

 
Figure 13 – Finite State Automation representation of NIST assurance levels for authentication 

 

Level 0 is granted if no password is requested (see ?login<>), level 1 means that there is a single factor 
authentication in place (see ?login<usr, pwd>) with a request for password; level 2 means that a two-factor 
mechanism is in place (see ?login(2ndFactorId>[(2ndFactorId)!=null]). In levels 1 and 2, there is also a 
lockout mechanism. Currently we consider level 1 only. 

The STS diagram contains the actions already described for property IAM:account-control:limitation-of-
failed-user-authentications that can be used also in this case. 

 

3.2.3. Authentication of data origin 
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The property AIS:authentication:authentication-of-data-origin guarantees the authentication of data origin, 
meaning that data produced by the ToC, i.e., the login web interface, can be verified by each actor as 
originated from the ToC itself (and therefore to be unaltered). This property is at the SaaS level and a 
testing-based certification model has been selected to certify this property. 

The property can be considered as verified if the data produced by the ToC are associated with a Message 
Authentication Code (MAC). In our test cases, we can verify the property for HTTPS connections, in this 
case the received messages are signed by the server and the certificate validates the origin.  

 

3.3. Properties under research 

This section is conceived to explain the envisaged work, describing at a functional level the security 
properties intended to certify and relating them to the catalogue published in D2.1.  

Notice that some of them appear either with light blue background, meaning that they were researched 
but are not yet deployed, and other appear with blue background, meaning that they are already deployed 
as explained before. With no-background remain those properties that initially we found suitable for 
certification followed by a column in which we summarized how we think that the corresponding property 
could be approached. 

 

3.3.1. Application and Interface Security (AIS – A.1) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.1.8 : authentication of data origin 

A data authentication mechanism assures that data produced by the 

TOC can be verified to originate from the TOC (and therefore to be 

unaltered).  

 

CS = SaaS 

ToC = login Web interface 

Verify certificate 

A.1.9 : network authenticated server access 

The TOC provides a communication channel between a client and 
itself. The client receives assurance that he is communicating with 
the TOC. (exchanged messages are both authentic and fresh; not 
covered: the confidentiality of the data exchanged) 
 

In the scenario this is implemented with a 

SSL certificate for the web server. 

The cloud stack layer is SaaS, and the 

ToC is the application server. This is certified 
by verifying HTTPS communication. 

A.1.10 : network mutually authenticated client-server access 
The client receives assurance that he is communicating with the party 
the TOC claims to represent and vice versa.  

SSL mutual authentication (server+client) 

A.1.17 : user traceability 
Ability to log user actions applied to the TOC 

Monitoring based 

A.1.6 : Data access level 

Performance attribute: Level (int) = 2 

(Deployed) 

CS = IaaS  

ToC = e-Health server 

Verify that users are performing  

specific actions according to their role 

A.1.7 Data exchange confidentiality  
Performance attribute: verified (Boolean) = true 

(Deployed) 

CS = Service 

ToC = login Web interface 

Verify external (Service) channel encryption 

Table 3 –Application and Interface Security researched properties 
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3.3.2. Infrastructure and Virtualization Security (IVS – A.2) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.2.1 : Tenant isolation level 

Tenants to be isolated from each other, in terms of integrity, 
confidentiality and availability. 

Platform Level:  

• Cloud Foundry allows 

isolation from one VM 

instance to another, since 

when a VM instance is 

deployed, CloudFoundry 

allows definition of 

user/password/credit card 

per each VM instance. 

App level:  

• Nagios monitor (3) 

Table 4 – Infrastructure and Virtualization Security researched properties 

 

3.3.3. Interoperability and Portability (IPY – A.3) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.3.1 : Data portability 

Data contained in the TOC can be exported in reasonable time, in a 
documented, open format. 

Portability at Application Level: the whole 

pilot has been already deployed in 

CloudFoundry (Private cloud) and Heroku (4) 

Public Cloud). 

Table 5 – Interoperability and Portability researched properties 

 

3.3.4. Security Incident Management, e-Discovery & Cloud Forensics (SEF – A.4) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.4.1 : Mean time between incidents 

The average time elapsed between the discoveries of two 
consecutive incidents in the TOC. This usually applies to a predefined 
category of incidents.  

• At deployment: we might 

monitor whether the pilot is 

correctly deployed in Cloud 

Foundry. 

• At runtime: we might monitor 

whether the application is 

working correctly or not. 

A.4.2 : Percentage of timely incident reports 

The percentage of incidents that are reported within a predefined 
time limit after their discovery, over the total number of incidents 
discovered. 

Monitors/testing (depending on the ToC, 

responsible of reporting need to be 

identified, and number of notifications 

measured and compared to the results of 

monitoring A.4.1.) 

Table 6 – Security Incident Management, e-Discovery & Cloud Forensics researched properties 
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3.3.5. Identity & Access Management (IAM – A.5) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.5.1 : User authentication and identity assurance level 

This property measures the strength of the mechanism used to 

authenticate a user, on a scale from 0 to 4, notably taking into 

account identity proofing, credential security during transfer and 

storage. 

Performance attribute: Level (int) = 1 

 

A scale of levels could be specified with 

properties that can be checked or that are 

known. E.g. 

Level 0: Username and weak-password 

Level 1-4: combined authorization methods 

like a secret and a biometric; 

Level5: We are considering TPM based 

authentication. 

• Application Level: our pilot 

has already implemented a 

role based access control 

(IdManager module). 

• Platform level: CloudFoundry 

provides a mechanism for 

controlling the resources 

accessible to each user 

CS = Service 

ToC = login Web interface 

Verify login service (create user, test 

credentials) 

A.5.2 : Password storage protection level 

This property describes how strongly passwords are protected on the 
ToC. 

By detecting the technology that allows the 

authentication, we could obtain info about 

this.  

In the scenario, we could provide 

encryption, and the encryption key could be 

either generated/protected by the TPM 

• Application Level: We might 

cipher some fields of the 

application DB, this is the 

database where sensible data 

are stored (about patients, 

carers, medical staff). 

• Platform Level: we might find 

out how to cipher the VM, the 

Hypervisor?? 

A.5.5 : Inactive session locking or termination 

(The TOC holds this property if any connection to the TOC that is 
inactive for more than T seconds is terminated or locked (with re-
authentication required).  

• Application Level: it’s already 

provided, the WS has a 

timeout that closes 

connection when it expires. 

• Platform level: CF provides 

this property. 

A.5.4: Limitation of failed user authentications 

Performance attribute: triggerCount (int); delayA (int); delayB (int) 

 

CS= Service 

ToC = login Web interface 

Verify login service (create user, test 
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(Deployed) credentials with wrong password, verify 

lockout) 

Table 7 – Identity and Access Management researched properties 

 

3.3.6. Encryption and Key Management (EKM – A.6) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.6.3 : Key access control level 

The property describes how strongly a cryptographic key is protected 

from access, when it is used to provide security to assets within the 

ToC.  

Password can be protected by either using 

e.g. the TPM or multifactor authentication 

Table 8 – Encryption and Key management researched properties 

 

3.3.7. Legal & Standard Compliance (LSC – A.9) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.9.2: Ability to consult one’s data 

The degree of access granted to persons for the consultation of their 
personal data and processed by the TOC, by measuring the 
relationship between: 

 T: The average amount of personal data that is held in the 
TOC (in bytes) for each person. 

 A: The average amount of personal data that persons are 
able to access in the TOC (in bytes) about themselves. 

  

 Testing 

A.9.5 : Timely access to personal data 

The percentage of requests for access, modification or deletion of 
personal data stored on the ToC that were executed within a 
predefined time limit. We measure here the time elapsed between 
the request and its actual execution. 

We could maintain a registry of the actions 

performed on the machine: vm, app, db 

level… and testing 

Table 9 – Legal & Standard Compliance researched properties 

 

3.3.8. Data Security & Information Lifecycle management (DSI – A.11) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.11.2 : Percentage of timely effective deletions  

This property describes how many deletion requests are performed 

in the TOC within a predefined time limit maxTime. Let T be the time 

elapsed between a data deletion request in the TOC by a client and 

the effective removal of the data and all copies from the TOC. 

T<maxtime. 

Register DB-deletes  

A.11.6 : Storage retrievability  

The TOC can demonstrate at any time that all data stored in the TOC 
is retrievable.  

Testing (app->vm, is CF alive consumed 

memory…) 
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A.11.7 : Durability 

This security property describes the durability for stored data: the 
probability (expressed as a percentage) that a data object will remain 
unaltered over a certain period. 

DB-Testing  

 

Table 10 – Data Security & Information Lifecycle management researched properties 

 

3.3.9. Datacenter security (DCS – A.13) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.13.1 : Authentication feature count 

This property describes the number of distinct categories of 
authentication features needed for persons to physically access the 
ToC. There are 3 categories of features: 

 Something you have (key, badge, token). 

 Something you know (password or PIN) 

 Something you are (biometrics). 
  

Testing 

Table 11 – Datacenter security researched properties 

 

3.3.10. Business Continuity Management & Operational Resilience (BCR – A.14) 

 

Property Comments on the `how’ 

A.14.1Percentage of uptime  

A.14.2 Percentage of processed requests 

A.14.3 Percentage of timely recoveries 

A.14.4 Mean time between failure 

A.14.5 Recovery point objective  

A.14.6 Recovery time objective  

A.14.7 Percentage of recovery success 

A.14.8 Elasticity reserved capacity  

A.14.9 Percentage of timely provisioning requests 

A.14.10 Resource allocation limitation 

All these properties could be covered 

using off the shelf monitoring tools but 

some tailoring would be needed. 

Table 12 – Business Continuity Management & Operational Resilience researched properties 
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4. Conclusions and next steps 
 
This document describes the current status of the Atos pilot scenario deployed in a private cloud 
environment and the security properties that have been certified over it so far. We are working towards 
finalizing further features (application functionalities, security features, etc.) that will be added to the e-
Health solution to enable the certification of additional security properties. As planned in the DoW, we will 
release a second, improved version of this pilot internally by month 32. The enhancements implemented 
will be reported in the final evaluation report (D6.6) by month 36. We also plan to migrate this pilot to a 
hybrid multi-cloud environment. In order to enable this hybrid multi-cloud deployment we are going to 
install an instance of Cloud Foundry in the Atos data center. While in the private deployment we assume 
that all the e-Health pilot components are deployed in our internal cloud, in the distributed deployment we 
could replicate the front-end in several public PaaS, maintaining the back-end private. In the intended 
future scenario, all parts of an application will be initially deployed in the same private cloud and governed 
by an SLA between the developer and the provider. After some time, the system may detect a violation on 
an SLA term and trigger a notification about the issue. The cloud platform could decide to migrate and 
burst the affected parts of the application to a public cloud able to fulfil the SLA (i.e. Heroku).  
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Cloud Foundry Command Line Interface 

The Cloud Foundry Command Line Interface can be downloaded from this URL: 
https://github.com/cloudfoundry/cli  

It has all the necessary commands to administrate the Cloud Foundry instance and all the deployed 
applications and the services used by Cloud Foundry: 

NAME: 

   cf - A command line tool to interact with Cloud Foundry 

 

USAGE: 

   [environment variables] cf [global options] command [arguments...] [command options] 

 

GETTING STARTED: 

   login, l                           Log user in 

   logout, lo                         Log user out 

   passwd, pw                         Change user password 

   target, t                          Set or view the targeted org or space 

   api                                Set or view target api url 

   auth                               Authenticate user non-interactively 

 

APPS: 

   apps, a                            List all apps in the target space 

   app                                Display health and status for app 

   push, p                            Push a new app or sync changes to an existing app 

   scale                      Change or view the instance count, disk space limit, and memory limit for an app 

   delete, d                          Delete an app 

   rename                             Rename an app 

   start, st                          Start an app 

   stop, sp                           Stop an app 

   restart, rs                        Restart an app 

   restage, rg                        Restage an app 

   events                             Show recent app events 

   files, f                           Print out a list of files in a directory or the contents of a specific file 

   logs                               Tail or show recent logs for an app 

 

   env, e                             Show all env variables for an app 

   set-env, se                        Set an env variable for an app 

   unset-env                          Remove an env variable 

   stacks             List all stacks (a stack is a pre-built file system, including an operating system, that can run apps) 

 

SERVICES: 

   marketplace, m                     List available offerings in the marketplace 

   services, s                        List all service instances in the target space 

https://github.com/cloudfoundry/cli
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   service                            Show service instance info 

   create-service, cs                 Create a service instance 

   delete-service, ds                 Delete a service instance 

   rename-service                     Rename a service instance 

   bind-service, bs                   Bind a service instance to an app 

   unbind-service, us                 Unbind a service instance from an app 

   create-user-provided-service, cups               Make a user-provided service instance available to cf apps 

   update-user-provided-service, uups             Update user-provided service instance name value pairs 

 

ORGS: 

   orgs, o                            List all orgs 

   org                                Show org info 

   create-org, co                     Create an org 

   delete-org                         Delete an org 

   rename-org                         Rename an org 

 

SPACES: 

   spaces                             List all spaces in an org 

   space                              Show space info 

   create-space                       Create a space 

   delete-space                       Delete a space 

   rename-space                       Rename a space 

 

DOMAINS: 

   domains                            List domains in the target org 

   create-domain                      Create a domain in an org for later use 

   delete-domain                      Delete a domain 

   create-shared-domain               Create a domain that can be used by all orgs (admin-only) 

   delete-shared-domain               Delete a shared domain 

 

ROUTES: 

   routes, r                          List all routes in the current space 

   create-route                       Create a url route in a space for later use 

   map-route                          Add a url route to an app 

   unmap-route                        Remove a url route from an app 

   delete-route                       Delete a route 

   delete-orphaned-routes             Delete all orphaned routes (e.g.: those that are not mapped to an app) 

 

BUILDPACKS: 

   buildpacks                         List all buildpacks 

   create-buildpack                   Create a buildpack 

   update-buildpack                   Update a buildpack 
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   rename-buildpack                   Rename a buildpack 

   delete-buildpack                   Delete a buildpack 

 

USER ADMIN: 

   create-user                        Create a new user 

   delete-user                        Delete a user 

   org-users                          Show org users by role 

   set-org-role                       Assign an org role to a user 

   unset-org-role                     Remove an org role from a user 

   space-users                        Show space users by role 

   set-space-role                     Assign a space role to a user 

   unset-space-role                   Remove a space role from a user 

 

ORG ADMIN: 

   quotas                             List available usage quotas 

   quota                              Show quota info 

   set-quota                          Assign a quota to an org 

   create-quota                       Define a new resource quota 

   delete-quota                       Delete a quota 

   update-quota                       Update an existing resource quota 

 

SERVICE ADMIN: 

   service-auth-tokens                List service auth tokens 

   create-service-auth-token          Create a service auth token 

   update-service-auth-token          Update a service auth token 

   delete-service-auth-token          Delete a service auth token 

   service-brokers                    List service brokers 

   create-service-broker              Create a service broker 

   update-service-broker              Update a service broker 

   delete-service-broker              Delete a service broker 

   rename-service-broker              Rename a service broker 

   migrate-service-instances          Migrate service instances from one service plan to another 

   purge-service-offering       Recursively remove a service and child objects from Cloud Foundry database  

                                 without making requests to a service broker 

 

ADVANCED: 

   curl                               Executes a raw request, content-type set to application/json by default 

   config                             write default values to the config 

 

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

   CF_COLOR=false                     Do not colorize output 

   CF_HOME=path/to/dir/               Override path to default config directory 
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   CF_STAGING_TIMEOUT=15              Max wait time for buildpack staging, in minutes 

   CF_STARTUP_TIMEOUT=5               Max wait time for app instance startup, in minutes 

   CF_TRACE=true                      Print API request diagnostics to stdout 

   CF_TRACE=path/to/trace.log         Append API request diagnostics to a log file 

   HTTP_PROXY=proxy.example.com:8080  Enable HTTP proxying for API requests 

 

GLOBAL OPTIONS 

   --version, -v                      Print the version 

   --help, -h                         Show help 

 

 


